Alluria

The world of Alluria is a storied, diverse realm. Thousands of
heroes have risen to tell their stories across its face. Some
were eaten by mimics, Some have retired to the mountain
fortress of Hildabor, and many more have washed up on an
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island beach for the fifth damn time! And decided they were
done with all of this.
Victory and tragedy, life and loss, love, and magic... Every
story can be a wonderful adventure (if taken in good humor)
and every one of them deserves to be told.

-

Central Icone is the most traditional region. It contains
knights, farmers, wizards, kings, and dark lords.
Visuvion is the ancient home of the dwarves. The strongest
metals and most powerful weapons come from here. They
also have a dreadful problem with the undead to the south.

Eostria has dinosaurs and jungles. The dinosaurs are, of
course, a integral part in their way of life.
Anywhere you are, the adventures have the power to be
interesting, but that gets easier when they occur in
fascinating places!
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The Hallowed Harvest

E

very year, in the middle autumn, the small
town of Bradford celebrates their Harvest
Festival. The Faire sets up games, and folks
from all across Alluria travel to participate.
The Festival also aligns with the largest
annual migration of bats on the continent.
Things have gone wrong in years past,
and as pumpkins go missing from Darrel Compton's farm. It
looks like foul magic is once again conspiring to ruin the
Hallowed Harvest.

Adventure Summary

This Adventure, though system agnostic, is designed to be
played by a group of heroes of 1st or 2nd level, though your
mileage may vary.
The Festival in Bradford is a soft introductory affair that
hopes to foster some basic role-playing and tutorialize new
players in whatever skill checks are made in the system
you've chosen. This can last for as long as the players are
interested. Eventually, Darrel Compton arrives, looking to get
the players involved in the disappearance of his pumpkins.
However they go about it, it's made clear to the players that
without enough pumpkins, they won’t be able to feed the bats,
and that would be really disappointing. Mr. Compton is
willing to offer the party everything he has if they help him.
Whether they stake out the field, or go investigating, they
discover that the pumpkins are randomly running off into the
woods all by themselves.
This could lead to combat with some quantity of pumpkins.
If the party slays the pumpkins, Ghosts pop out (which could
also lead to combat). Along the way, it's possible to disrupt the
bats in the forest and enter combat that way.
Trailing the pumpkins, ghosts, or just through searching,
the party finds the rest of the ghosts, haunting an ancient
graveyard in the woods. On a platform in the middle,
hundreds of pumpkins are piled up. Quizzing the ghosts
reveals that they were forced to collect the pumpkins for
some kind of terrible creature.
After a short investigation, a monstrous, gigantic bat
arrives and confronts the party. The magical beast explains
that it plans to use the pumpkins as leverage to control the
smaller bats when they arrive. However they handle it, the
party will need to stop the monster, retrieve the pumpkins,
and save The Hallowed Harvest.

Notes on use

The first thing to explain is that this is a system agnostic
module. This means that many current tabletop roleplay
systems will work with it. This includes mainly Dungeons &
Dragons 5e and Pathfinder, though through the broad
swath of systems between them, it would also work with
D&D 3.5e, Pathfinder 2e, and other similar d20 based game
systems.
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1. Skills and Saves

When a skill check or save is called in this module, it will
include both the language that 5e uses as well as pathfinder.
If they are different they'll be presented as "DC 12
Constitution / Fortitude saving throw." If the language is the
same, it will use the shared term. If your system does not use
the 5e or pathfinder terminology for its skill checks, you'll
need to use a little imagination.

2. Balance

First and second level characters die notoriously easily, and
require gentle balancing to avoid the adventure from being
frustratingly perilous. Pathfinder also makes generally more
powerful characters than 5e does, which presents its own
balance challenges (Both in skill checks and in the scale of
combat).
Your party may have anywhere from two to seven
members, which again, radically changes the balance. To
help, many encounters include a dice number of particularly
weak monsters. feel free to roll these if you'd like, but you can
also use the range as a guideline to tune the combat
challenge.

3. Time

If everything goes well, you should be able to run this for your
friends and family on halloween night in a single four hour
block. But players are wild things that often find their own
fun, and certain segments are prone to run much longer than
designed. In the case of things running too long, there are
sections of this module that can be skipped to make up time.
(for instance, the farm chapter and the dungeon leading to
the necropolis can both be bypassed)

4. Formatting
Block text of Looting
Text that looks like this is loot. This can be a
specific magic item, or a special container.

Text that looks like this is ready to be read verbatim to the
players.
This is often establishing descriptions of a place, or chunks
of dialog
Conditions for a section, or intentional stopping points will
appear in bold (don't read these bolded sections)

Stat blocks will appear in the text with the module. These
stat blocks will also appear in the appendix at the end. Note
that the in-text blocks will be for the 5e monsters, but will be
accompanied by their pathfinder counterparts in the
appendix. (Most new DMs are in 5e, if you're an old school
pathfinder DM, you're advanced enough to check the
appendix)

5. Physical Assets

If you were lucky enough to grab the kickstarter miniatures
for the Bats/Ghosts/Pumpkins, just use those when the
relevant monsters arise. Whether you got a mini or not, it
would make sense to print out the appendix page with the
monsters and cut out paper versions. Situations can arise
where you may need multiple bat minis or multiple ghost
minis.
You should also print out the full sized map PDFs. They're
sized so that they should "poster" print to the correct size
(that is to say print over many 8.5//11 sheets to be taped
together). Confirm the sizing by checking to see if the battle
map grids are about 1 inch squares.
Do not use the In-text versions of the maps. They're often
zoomed in, cropped, or include special DM only information
that the players shouldn't have.

Introduction

Read the following to get the players started:
The Town of Bradford
On the horizon, you see the rolling hills of the roads give way
to farmlands. A man working a pumpkin patch takes off his hat
and waves to you as you wind down the path.
Every year, in the middle autumn, the small town of
Bradford celebrates their Harvest Festival. The Faire sets up
games, and folks from all across Alluria travel to participate.
Whether on business or pleasure, this event is what has drawn
each of you to this quiet hamlet.
Rounding the final hill between the farms, you pass beneath
strings of festival flags. Folks from an afternoon drinking game
stumble out of a tavern, and all around are tasty treats and
carnival games. You've finally arrived in Bradford.

This adventure could involve a group that already knows each
other and are traveling together, or the members of the party
could arrive individually (and meet during the festival).
Here are a few ideas if the players need some help, you
could even roll a d6 (a six-sided die) if you can't decide:
Backgrounds
Roll
1* A Wizard named Felkash paid the character to find his
pet turtle, Carl. The character has come to return it.
2 The character has arrived with their whole family,
intent on having fun with the festival.
3 The character is an aspiring knight, misinformed that
there would be a joust where he could prove himself.
4* The character is a bard, trying to get his indie-rock
career off the ground. He's scheduled to play at the
festival.
5* A contract went out for bouncers to keep the crowd
managed during the festivities. It seemed like easy
gold.
6 The character works for one of the festival groups and
is running one of the games (whichever they like)

*Some of these backgrounds are connected with minor
optional content that may come up in the adventure.
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The Harvest Festival

Many games are offered in the streets of Bradford. Any
players that would like to partake in them must pay an entry
fee of 5 copper (or equivalently small amount). Each game
offers an opportunity for some kind of prize. The players do
not need to complete every game (Though many prizes help
with the adventure). Present the party with these activities as
options, and move on when they start to get bored.

A1. Ball Under the Cups

A classic, the stocky dwarf running the game places a ball
under one of four cups. The dwarf makes a sleight of hand
check (or equivalent) at +6. The player then tries to perceive
where he's placed it by making a perception check (or
equivalent), and trying to beat what the dwarf rolled. If they
beat him, they know where the ball is. If they don't, they can
guess (have them pick a number from 1 to 4).
Note that the dwarf may try to cheat and sneak the ball off
the table.

A3. Drunken Punch off

A small ring has been constructed with people paired off,
punching each other. If a player chooses to participate, they
enter a short tournament that involves drinking a flagon of
ale, then punching an opponent in the face.
Each Flagon of ale they drink requires a
Fortitude/Constitution saving throw (or equivalent) at a DC of
10. Each time they fail, they gain a cumulative -2 to future
Fort/Con Saves (until the character is no longer drunk). After
drinking the Ale, the pair of contestants punch each other.
This requires a second Fort/Con Save at a DC of 6.
The winner at the end of the tournament (only 2 or 3
opponents) receives this prize:
Ring of Giant's Slapping
This large ring depicts the face of an angry giant.
Wearing it grants the user Bonus damage of
unarmed attacks (About +2 points) And,
importantly, this makes the user's fists count as
magical when dealing with Immunities and Damage
Reduction.

Triple Money
If they correctly find the ball, they make back three
times the money they put in.

A2. Fire Juggling

If any of the players want to, an elvish gentleman with poofy
sleeves will offer a contest to juggle magical flaming balls.
The balls don't hurt as long as they aren't held for very long.
The DM rolls 1d10 (one ten-sided die) to determine how
many opponents the players have.
Everyone participating rolls initiative (as if they were
starting combat). This determines the order that they try to
juggle additional balls; The last person still juggling wins!
Each ball that gets added increases the difficulty to continue
juggling. To see if a character is successful, make an
acrobatics equivalent skill check against this DC table:
Balls

Difficulty

1

8

2

10

3

13

4

17

5

22

6

30

Gloves of Mage Hand
If a party member succeeds, they're rewarded with
a magical pair of maroon leather. These gloves
allow the player to telekinetically move light
objects within thirty feet.
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A4. Obstacle Course

A set of inclines, walls, rope nets, and platforms run all over
the roofs in one part of town. Each time they reach an
obstacle, they'll need to make a relevant skill check to
overcome it. Make sure to find equivalent skills in your
system (An athletics check to climb something may be a
climb check for you)
To really put the pressure on, instruct that the course has
to be completed within a certain amount of time and use a
stopwatch or hourglass to count down.
Check

Type of Obstacle

Acrobatics 5

Run up the starting ramp

Athletics 10

Climb up a head-height wall

Athletics 14

Swing across a net between buildings

Acrobatics 12 Balance on a rolling log across a gap
Escape Artist 14 Slide down an indicated chimney
Acrobatics 8

dive out a second-floor window

A player that's made it through all the obstacles will flop
down onto a padded mat, back on the main road. Cheering
crowds lift the victorious character up and parade them
around to a judge who presents them with this prize:
Boots of Haste
On a bonus action (or equivalent minor combat
action), the user can grant themself haste for 1d10
rounds. Haste obtained through this means does
not provoke exhaustion (if your system has that).

Bradford Town Center
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A5. Dancing Contest

A large stage has been set up in town. Have your party
members pair off if they want to participate. If there's an odd
number and someone really wants to participate, get an NPC
to step up and invite them (Perhaps someone they've already
met in the festival, or even a completely new NPC suitor).
There are three rounds: a traditional Bradford harvest
dance, A Dwarvish fast-step, and an elegant Elvish waltz.
Each round, both partners of each pair make a preform check
for the dance. They add their scores together and try to get a
higher score
Total Points
ability earned by
checks that pair

Description (to get you started)

0 Points

"The pair stumbles over each-others
feet and falls to the ground"

10-19 1 Point

"After a few stumbles, the pair finds
their groove and dance well enough"

1-9

20-29 2 Points "Neither member stumbles or makes a
mistake, all in all, pretty good dancing"
30-39 3 Points "The pair jumps into motion and wows
the judges with their beautifully
coordinated dance moves"
40+

4 Points

"The other competitors are frozen,
unable to look away. It's the most
incredible dancing they have seen"

Make rolls for all the pairs that participate (Add NPC pairs
until you have 4 to 6 teams). The pair that scores the most
points wins the prize. Among the judges is the wizard
Felkash. (One of your players may have a turtle to be returned
to him).
Shirt of Crazy Dancing
On a standard action (or equivalent combat action),
the user can activate the shirt. They roll a 1d6. On a
1, the effect backfires on the user. On any other
number, a target creature is affected by the spell
"Irresistible Dance." (If your system lacks
Irresistible dance, the creature is stuck dancing for
a few rounds, and is easier to hit)

A6. Bobbing for Whole Pumpkins

A series of tubs is set up in the town square. As the party
approaches the tubs, a small child dunks their head into
them and bobs around for a moment. They emerge, gripping
a full sized pumpkin in their teeth. The audience cheers as a
crier invites the party to participate. The party makes
strength checks for the largest pumpkin.
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Strength Check

Size

1-5

Can't manage to grab one

6-10

Half pound Pumpkin

11-15

Two pound pumpkin

16-19

Seven Pound Pumpkin

20+

Full 25 pound Pumpkin
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If two party members tie for the largest, have them go
again. The one who pulls out the biggest pumpkin gets this
prize:
Pumpkin Fish
A small clear bag with a fist sized pumpkin floating
around in it. It's explained to be a Pumpkin fish; a
magical creature with the appearance of an
adorable pumpkin. He also gives the winner a
pouch of seeds and grain to feed it with. He is,
surprisingly, not lying.

Pumpkin Fish
Tiny magical fish

Armor Class 7
Hit Points 3(1d4 + 0)
Speed 5ft. rolling

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

2 (-4) 2 (-4) 1d20 (??) 6 (-2) 10 (0) 3 (-3)
Condition Immunities poison, wet
Senses passive Perception 10
Languages None
Challenge 1/16 (0 XP)

NPC: the wizard, Felkash

Felkash is as powerful as he is forgetful. And as observant
as... oh, he's fallen asleep again. He is a huffy old man with a
big white beard, and he's here to help judge the dancing
contest as a favor to the town (and not at all because of his
secret love of dancing).
Felkash wears gray robes with tan patches, and a tall
purple crescent shaped hat with a star dangling from the tip.
He speaks with a raspy old-man voice.
Felkash's Turtle

If one of the party members is using the Backstory 1 from
page 4, they have a pet turtle to return to the wizard. If the
dancing contest hasn't happened yet, He would tell them to
wait until it is over.
Once the turtle is returned to him, he would cast a spell
(dispel magic, normal checks would apply to identify it) on
the turtle, and it would turn into a young man in shorter
wizard robes. Felkash would chastise the young man:
Felkash: "Where on Alluria did you wander off to!?"
Apprentice: "It- it's a curious thing, master Felkash, you
see... after you turned me into a turtle-"
Felkash: "Oh yeah... what of it?"
Apprentice: "Well, you see master, turtles seem to be quite
dumb, and I immediately forgot what I was supposed to be
doing."
Felkash: "Interesting discovery... wait a minute, I knew that!
Hmm, either way I feel like an important lesson was learned by
all. As for the adventurer here- what was your name?"
Wait for the player to give their name, in character
Felkash: "I thank you ____, I think a reward is in order... How
about some spending money, maybe even grab from my bag
of wands! I've got so many, I forget what most of them do."

At that point, he'd present a large colorful back of wooden
wands. Have the players roll a d100 (the d10 and the
percentile dice together). Look up the result on the following
table. If the party doesn't have a caster, or anyone that can
use complicated magical items, He'll offer to send his
apprentice along to use the wand and carry stuff for the party.
Wand Table
Roll

Wand

Summary

1-10

Charm Animal Befriend animal for 24hrs

11-25

Mirror Image

26-45 Enlarge person

Harder to hit user
Makes someone big

46-69

Cure Wounds

Heals Someone

70-84

Levitate

Lifts something

85-95 True Polymorph Powerful transformation
96-100

Wish

Grants 1 Wish

Note that all of his wands are easier to use than traditional
wand rules would have. If your system has such rules, give
the caster a +10 to their roll when they try to activate it.
Don't tell the party what wand they've received, but if they roll
an 85 or higher, he would stop and warn them that their
wand is crazy powerful.

A7. The Concert

Across from the dance off is a concert, it shows off talent
from all across alluria. a Dwarven metal band, a local group
called memfjord and sons. This is less of a game, so to speak,
and more just something for the party to check out (and an
excuse to pump festival music in the background of your
session!)
Bard Player

If one of the party members is using the Backstory 4 from
page 4, they have an opportunity to perform on stage in front
of the whole party! (Real life singing, optional). Have them roll
three times to perform their set, take the average of these
rolls, and follow the table below:
Fame and fortune
Average Roll Reward
0-6

Crowd boos and throws light objects

7-12

Applause and about 50 copper

13-17

Loud cheering and 13 silver, 45 copper

18+

They go crazy, 15 gold and 1d4 adoring fans
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A8. Street Brawl

At a random time in the middle of the street, between the
tavern and the concert, 1d4 unruly bar patrons start a melee.
Be sure to explain that they are fighting each other with their
fists only, and that if a player attacks them, they should not be
using weapons.
Bouncer Player

If one of the party members is using the Backstory 5 from
page 4, it's sort of their responsibility to clean this up. give
them advantage or a +10 on intimidation checks to get the
folks to stop fighting.

Drunken Bar Patron
Medium humanoid, neutral
Armor Class 12
Hit Points 10(2d8 + 2)
Speed 20ft.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

12 (+1) 13 (+1) 12 (+1) 10 (+0) 9 (-1) 8 (-1)
Condition Immunities fear
Senses passive Perception 6
Languages Common (barely)
Challenge 1 (200 XP)

Sassiness. When questioned, this creature will talk
back instead of answering.

Actions
Pawnch. Melee Weapon Attack: +1 to hit, reach 5ft.,
one target. Hit 2 bludgeoning damage

NPC: Darrel Compton

One way or the other, it all leads to Darrel Compton. Once
the party is together, and has had their fill of the festival, the
old farmer Darrel Compton comes running into town. Read
this to your most perceptive party member:
A middle aged farmer that you recognize from the edge of
town comes running into the village, he asks around between
several townspeople, and each of them points over at the
party.
He walks his way over to you all, takes off his straw hat and
says in a deep drawl "So yer the folks that'a been makin' a
name for themselves around here! I gotta say, strange times all
around. My name's Darrel, Darrel Compton, and I run a
pumpkin patch ou' past the edge a' town. Might I ask, who are
yall?"
Wait for the players to introduce themselves
"Well, I've done asked all around, and y'all are the most
interestin' group that folks have seen... an' well, I think I might
be needin' yer help."

9
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At this point, enter a freeform dialog with the party. Darrel is
a simple farmer living a basic life. His farm was left to him by
his grandpa, and he has a wife and one kid (The kid from the
Pumpkin bobbing). Here are talking points to help answer
questions as they come up.
If they ask what's wrong
"Well, ya see it's the darnedest thang. I don't rightly keep a
good count a' mah pumpkins; on account of there bein' so
many. But I know when there's foolishness happn'in. I went
to bed two nights ago with a full field, woke up yesterday
with half a' that. This morning, I rolled out inta' tha patch...
there's only four darned pumpkins left!"
If they ask about suspects
"Aww heck, I don' know anyone who'd wanna see these
pumpkins gone... If we don' get 'em back by tomorrow,
those cute li'l fruit-bats that come through'll have nothin'
to eat this year. Heck! Maybe someone's got it out for the
bats!"
If they ask about a reward
"Well, ya gotta know, I ain't got much, my farm, mah
health, some gold I been savin' from last harvest... ya' know
what though, this is all soundin' a whole lot like what
grandpappy- I could always loan ya'll my gran' dad's magic
stick. He always said to use it if somethin' went weird with
tha' farm."
If they ask about the bats
"Tha' bats! Y'all have gotta know about them. They- wha's
the word... mig-rate through town around this time every
year. They are the most adorable thang you ever done did'
see. Lo's of folks come to the festival just to see 'em
If they ask where his farm is
"Well, tha's easy, it's right over thar, just past the edge of
town. If you'll help, I'll lead ya' right over."
If they agree to help
"Thank's ya'll, I really am sorry fo' draggin ya' away from the
festivities. But when you see those little faces chewin' on
pumpkins, you'll be prouder than a' pumpkin fo' makin it
happen." Darrel Compton walks with the party out the
main gates, leading them to his farm."

Contingencies

Players are magical, wild, chaotic things, and thy might not
help Darrel. Maybe he couldn't get their attention, maybe they
were too busy bullying unnamed NPCs, and maybe they just
didn't want to.
If the party doesn't want to head to his farm with him, here
are a few hooks to push them back towards the content of the
module:
1: Dr. Pearston Gadsworth

Describe a squirrely old hunched man with a thick pair of
glasses pacing around town, measuring things and taking
notes. If approached, he explains that an ecological disaster
will befall Central Icone (The continent) if pumpkins aren't
provided for the imminent bats by nightfall.
If the party agrees to help him, they'd follow his magical
scanner (searching for pumpkins) into the woods. (Page 13)
2: Prince Brad Bradford

The fabled prince of Bradford, Brad Bradford usually goes by
"my dear prince," but "the Prince of Bradford" will do. He
marches from person to person in town, eventually arriving
upon the party. He'll demand folks explain why the pumpkin
carving stations are empty!
Once he concludes the outlying farmers haven't delivered
yet, he'll deputize the party and order them to investigate
what happened, and bring the pumpkins here!
3: Giant Monstrous Bat

At midnight, A Giant Monstrous Bat descends upon the town.
With him, he has 10d10 Fruit Bats, and 2d6 Ghosts. He
declares, in common:
Behold, Bradford! it is I who has the pumpkins now! So it is I
who controls the bats. Prepare to be haunted peasants, and
make ready for a new kind of Hallowed Harvest!

At this point, he unleashes his minions on the town, the bats
mostly just harass people and chase them into buildings. The
ghosts and the Big Bat attack the party and whatever guards
are around. (More guards can arrive to help as needed).
Remember that the goal of this fight is still to give the
players a thrilling finale to their adventure! (Page 19)
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Compton Farm

-

As the players arrive at compton farm, read the following:
The town gives way, back to the rolling hills you came in
across. This time, though, you wind your way to an old
farmstead. A cool wind blows leaves though the vine-covered
gate labeled "Compton Farm."
Walking the dusty cobbles into the farm, you pass empty,
vine covered fields, apple trees, and a stable before the
farmhouse comes into view.
Off to one side of the farmhouse is a fenced off section of
field. Cows stand, grazing, while several young calfs charge
around and between them.

If the party is accompanied by Felkash's Apprentice, some
number of adoring fans, or any other NPCs, remind them of
this now.
If Darrel Compton is leading the party, he'd invite them
inside for a minute.

The Farmhouse

Once inside the farmhouse, read the following:
Inside the farmhouse is cozy, with a fire raging in the hearth,
Darrel Comption gestures to some chairs and says "Gimme a
second! ya'll just make yourselves comfy," before he starts
rummaging through a set of trunks.
Above the fireplace is a wooden staff, mounted to a panel. It
is ornately carved with a life sized figure of a cat carved into its
end. The farmhouse seems old, but sturdy, and creaks against
the chilly wind outside.
"Ah, here it is!" Darrel Compton produces a small sack and
hands it to the party.

Darrel Compton's Coin Sack
Inside this small leather satchel, there is 25 Gold
Pieces, 60 Silver Pieces, and an assortment of
small unidentified gemstones (80 gold total of
topaz, onyx, and ruby dust) DC 12 Investigation or
appraise check.

Darrel compton would then hand the staff to one of the party
members. Perhaps a druid or ranger, Importantly, the staff
only works if held/used/attuned by someone who is a true
friend to animals. Note: this is a great opportunity to hand
the staff to a quieter player, as it will encourage roleplay
later on.
KYOFURION:
The Ancient Farmstaff of the Cat
Staff, rare (requires attunement by a friend to animals)
This sentient ornate staff is five feet long with a
figurine of a cat on the tip.
When attuned (or otherwise equipped), the staff
telepathically communicates with the wielder. The
staff itself acts as a Quarterstaff +2 and grants a
bonus to skill checks related to jumping
(advantage, or a +5). The wielder also gains the
passive ability to speak with animals.

Kyofurion, the Staff
"Tha's all the spendin' money I've managed to set aside. If we
don' find mah pumpkins, I'm off and ruined."

If the party really drills Darrel about the staff, he would also
say the following:
Oh, that's ol' Granpappy's staff. He used to always tell me
'Somethin 'up goin' wrong a' da ol' faaam, givim' tha ol' staff a
right shake, an' it'um see ya' raight awn through it.'"
Darrel Compton steps up on a chair, and pulls it off the
mounting board. "Maybe tha' ol' crackpot was on to
somethin.'"
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If the party engages with the staff, and it is attuned by a party
member that cares for animals, the staff activates, sending off
showers of sparks and introducing itself as Kyofurion, or Kyo,
for short.
If the party gains Kyo, use him sparingly to distribute hints
and lead the party on the right path. For instance, informing
the player that they can speak with animals now, and could,
perhaps, interview the farm animals to see what they saw.

Wrapping up in the farmhouse

After wrapping up inside the farmhouse, and paying the party,
Darrel Compton would point them on to check out the
pumpkin patch and get on with solving his mystery, before it's
too late!

The Pumpkin Patch

Inspecting the pumpkin patch is a great place to start, and for
some parties, it may be all they need.
Taking a look around the pumpkin patch, it's obvious that
the pumpkins are missing, but that the vines remain, have
your party select one or two members to make investigation /
survival checks (don't let them all roll to brute force the
check). They find the result on the following table:
Searching the pumpkin patch
Skill
Check Discovered information
<8

Nothing remarkable

>9

The vines were torn, not cut

>15 No footprints, just the indents from the
pumpkins
>18 The pattern of the indents... the pumpkins walked
off themselves!
>22 And they went towards the forest... you could
track them!

If the party rolls sufficiently high enough, they can head
straight off to the forest!

Interviewing the animals

Whether through Kyofurion or if through some other means,
the party may be able to speak with animals. If they can,
they'll probably want to interview the creatures around the
farm.
Have them roll an Investigation / Perception check. If they
roll over 14, they'll notice a quiet raven perched atop the
barn, which will be more useful than the cows or rats.
Otherwise, they only notice the cows and the rats. As a note,
if any of the players won a Pumpkin fish from the pumpkin
bobbing game, it can be overheard whispering about being
hungry at this point (confirming that, yes, it actually is a real
creature).
The Cows

The cows are very dumb, with an intelligence of 2, they dont
have a specific grasp of time or direction. Roleplay them as
slow-talking, vague, and only slightly helpful.
The important information the cows know about is that the
pumpkins left. Nobody came and took them, they just... left.
The Rats

The rats are cautious, and stats aside, seem much sharper
than the cows. Roleplay them like 1940's mobsters. They
know more, but are disinclined to share. The party may need
or bribe them with cheese, gold, or something similar.
Trying to convince the rats without a bribe provokes a DC
15 Persuasion / Diplomacy check.
If the party convinces the rats to share, they tell the party
that they did see what happened: tons of these odd white
things floated out of the forest, vanished into the pumpkins,
then the pumpkins walked themselves off... right into the
forest.

The Raven

The raven sees itself as a silent protector of the farm... a
watchful guardian... a dark knight. It also refers to itself as
"The Raven". When asked about the pumpkins, he'll explain
that they were stolen. Dozens of spectral creatures float out
of the forest at night, control the pumpkins, and hop off, into
the forest.
He'd try to enlist the party's aid to bring these forlorn felons
to justice. If the party accepts The Raven would lead them off
to the woods, and guide them through.

The Stakeout

Failing a conclusive investigation of the pumpkin patch, or
communication with animals, the party may want to stake out
the remaining four pumpkins.
If the party hides near the pumpkins and waits until dusk
(Not a long wait), have them pick two party members for an
investigation / Perception check.
If they roll higher than 13, read the following:
As you peer out across the field, with the sun setting at your
back. A low mist creeps its way out of the forest. A moment
passes, then four small shapes weave their way out from
between the trees. You hear hushed voices bickering as they
make their way over to the pumpkins
"Missed them, they said! Ha! Acting like this was our idea,
or something."
"Well it doesn't matter now, if we don't make it back with
the last batch, it'll be our cloth on the ironing board."
"Quiet down, both of you, if someone hears us, this whole
thing goes up in mist."
You watch as the four figures descend into the pumpkins.
The pumpkins bounce around for a few seconds, then begin to
hop their way towards the forest.

Otherwise, read this instead:
As you peer out across the field, with the sun setting at your
back. A low mist creeps its way out of the forest. A moment
passes, then a strange wind quietly whistles through the patch.
For a moment, you swear you see something moving out
there... but then it's gone.
A short time later, something starts to happen with the
pumpkins. They bounce around for a few seconds, then begin
to hop their way towards the forest.
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The Spooky Forest

As the players enter the forest, read the following:
As the sun crosses down over the horizon, the party
approaches the forest. a low mist emanates from between the
trees.
If Dr. Gadsworth is with the party:
Dr Gadsword interjects, "Ack! villainous sunset! We are
preciously short on time! Those bats arrive tonight, and we've
got to get those pumpkins back to town!"
If The Raven is with the party:
The Raven perches on a tree near the edge of the forest,
"Onward, fellow heroes, I can lead you through the woods, but
lack the arms to deliver divine justice to the guilty."
Either way, continue:
The party pushes inside, disappearing under the forest
canopy. Distant sounds of owls, and the creaking of ominous
branches can be heard as all of your eyes adjust. Tree roots
weave up through the undergrowth. And maybe it's just the
mist, but you keep spotting motion in the forest...

If the party is accompanied by Felkash's Apprentice, some
number of adoring fans, or any other NPCs, remind them of
this now. In particular, the adoring fans would be perturbed
by the spooky sounds and may need to be reassured by their
Bard.
At this point, have the party determine a 'marching order,'
this is to say, who's in the front, middle, and back of their
walk through the forest. The characters in front will be
responsible for making survival checks (if the party is
tracking the pumpkins) and investigation / perception checks
(to watch out for hazards in the forest). If the party is
following the pumpkins, have them roll a stealth check.
If tracking the pumpkins: on a DC 12 survival check, a
party member can track the pumpkins well enough to
avoid most hazards. In this case, only roll once on the
following table. If they fail, roll three times.
If sneaking after the pumpkins: everyone rolls stealth. If
they loosely average more than 10, then they successfully
follow the pumpkins, undetected. If they fail, the pumpkins
notice them about halfway through the forest, and
confront them.
If following The Raven: he deftly leads them to the
necropolis, roll only once on the table.
If following Dr Gadsworth, his device behaves strangely in
the mist, but also eventually leads the party to the
necropolis, roll twice on the table.
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Spooky Forest Encounters
Roll

Cookie Type

1-24

Bog of Dissuasion

25-49

Grabby Trees

50-74

Sleepy Bats

75-87

Where? Wolf

88-97

Nigel

98-100

Giant Turtle

Spotted by the Pumpkins

If the party is spotted while following the pumpkins, they'll
confront the party. They won't immediately atack, but will yell
at them.
On a DC 12 persuasion / diplomacy check, the ghosts will
emerge from the pumpkins, apologize, and explain that they
were forced to steal them. They would then lead the party
back to the entrance to their necropolis.
If the party fails the check, take a look at the time. If you
don't have too much more time, have the pumpkins/ghosts
run off, back to their necropolis. Otherwise, the pumpkins
attack the party (A single "Possessed Pumpkin Pile"). When
pumpkins are destroyed, ghosts emerge and attack too. Make
sure to have the last ghost or two run off though, so that they
lead the party to their necropolis.

Possessed Pumpkin Pile
Medium Construct, probably neutral
Armor Class 8
Hit Points 22 (3d8+9)
Speed 20ft.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

13 (+1) 6 (-2) 16 (+3) 8 (-1) 10 (+0) 8 (-1)
Saving Throws Wis +0
Damage Immunities Poison
Condition Immunities Poisoned
Senses Darkvision 60 Ft., passive Perception 8
Languages Common
Challenge 1/4 (50 XP)

Possessed. When "Possessed Pumpkin Pile" is
destroyed, Two "Spooky Ghosts" Tokens emerge to
take its place.

Actions
Slam. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 5 ft.,
one target. Hit: (1d6 + 1) bludgeoning damage.

Where? Wolf

Spooky Ghosts
Medium undead, neutral scared
Armor Class 12
Hit Points 16 (3d8+3)
Speed 20ft.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

6 (-2) 14 (+2) 13 (+1) 8 (-1) 10 (+0) 8 (-1)
Skills Stealth +4
Vulnerabilities Radiant
Damage Resistance Nonmagical Attacks
Damage Immunities Necrotic, Poison
Condition Immunities Grappled, Paralyzed, Poisoned
Senses Darkvision 60 Ft., passive Perception 10
Challenge 1/2 (100 XP)

Actions
Strength Drain. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit,
reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: (2d6 + 2) necrotic
damage. The target's strength score is reduced by
1d4 (lasts until next a short or long rest)

As the party moves through the woods, they hear howling up
ahead. Peering through the mist, they spot a werewolf slowly
working through the woods, pumping into things. He appears
to be blind, and is trying to find his way.
If the party wants to sneak past him, have them make
stealth checks. If they average more than 10, they can leave
him undisturbed.
If the party wants to talk to him, it's a DC 12 persuasion /
diplomacy check to convince him that they're friendly. Past
that, he's just trying to find his way back to his burrow (near
the necropolis), and let the party do what they will.
If he spots them, and/or they fail the diplomacy check, he
attacks!

The Where? Wolf
Medium humanoid, darn blind

Armor Class 14 (Natural Armor)
Hit Points 37 (5d10+10)
Speed 30 ft.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

17 (+3) 15 (+2) 15 (+2) 10 (0) 12 (+1) 7 (-2)

Bog of Dissuasion

Have the leading party members make a DC 8 investigation /
perception check.
If they fail, the front half of the party walks into the bog of
dissuasion. Any creature in the bog makes a DC 10 wisdom /
will saving throw or becomes afraid. It's now up to the party
to get them out: maybe throwing a rope, using magic, using
an item they've collected, etc.
If they succeed the initial investigation / perception check,
they notice the bog, and can travel around it without issue.

Skills Perception +3, Stealth +4
Senses passive Perception 13
Challenge 1 (200 XP)

Blind. He can't see, has disadvantage on attacks

Actions
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft.,
one target. Hit: (2d6 + 3) piercing damage. If the
target is a creature, it must succeed on a DC 13
Strength saving throw or be knocked prone

Grabby Trees

As the party moves through the woods, the trees seem to
creak around them. Have the leading party members make a
DC 10 investigation / perception check.
If they fail, The party member in the rear of the line needs
to make a DC 13 dexterity / reflex saving throw or become
grabbed by some semi-sentient angry trees. They deal 1d6
slashing damage to the held person for every minute they're
grabbed.
If either the check or the save succeed, the grabby trees are
avoided without issue.

Sleepy Bats

Have the leading party members make a DC 12 investigation
/ perception check.
If they fail, angry squeaking noises emerge from the trees
above. Some of the bats are already here, power-napping and
waiting for their friends. They're really upset about the party
stomping through the woods and waking them up!
they swarm down and pester the party on their walk,
causing disadvantage or a -5 penalty to their next
investigation / perception check.

Nigel

A loud shot rings out in the woods. Pick one of the front two
party members: they recieve an attack from a ranged
projectile (+5 to hit, 1d8 damage). Whether he hits or not, he's
super sorry about that. He was hunting a werewolf
somewhere in these woods, and it's proving dreadfully
difficult to track.
If the party asks him if he's seen ghosts/pumpkins/plot,
he'd tell them yes, and point just 'over there' to the entrance
to the necropolis. At that point, ignore any further encounter
rolls, the party has arrived.

Giant Turtle

While the party is moving through the woods, the ground
beneath them shifts, and a massive turtle emerges, trees
growing on its back. it does nothing to harm the party, and is
too heavily armored to injure.
It just moves on through the woods, away from them.
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The Necropolis

As the party nears the necropolis, read the following:
The party passes through the edges of the trees into a
clearing. Ahead is a cliff face, towering up into a circular bluff,
forty feet into the air. The low mist seems to lightly pour over
the edges of the rim.
As you all get your bearings in the space, you notice a stone
doorway in the side of the cliff; almost like the entrance to a
mausoleum. Ghastly sounds echo through the open doorway.
If Dr. Gadsworth is with the party:
Dr Gadsworth checks his magical device, then his pocket
watch, "Well, that was a slog, indeed! But my readings tell me
our missing vegetables are somewhere in there!"
If The Raven is with the party:
The Raven lands near the doorway and says "Atop this high
bluff is an ancient necropolis. Those wicked ghost float around
their tombs, and at the center lies the monument of their sins.
A pile of all the noble farmers pumpkins. I can fly over, but you
all may need to travel through this doorway to ascend."
If the where-wolf is with the party:
The blind werewolf looks around, sniffing the air. "Ah, I am
near home. I now know where I am once more. If you need me,
I'll be over there." The werewolf, having become a there-wolf
heads back to his den.

At this point, you need to make another judgement call. Inside
the doorway is a short (though possibly hour-long) dungeon
crawl to get up the cliff. If you don't have that sort of time,
then just have the doorway lead to a staircase up to the top,
and skip to page 17.

B1: The Boney Boys

The first room of the dungeon contains a set of six coffins. If
the players open any of them, The skeleton inside wakes up
and yells to the others.
They aren't immediately hostile as the burst from their
boxes, instead greeting each other as a bunch of former
bandmates. They all pull out dusty out-of-tune instruments
and have a jam session.
They invite the party to play with them, if the party helps
them make music, or passes a DC 15 persuasion / diplomacy
check to pleasantly refuse, they'll be left alone. Otherwise,
they attack.

B2: Pendulum Blades

A DC 10 investigation / perception check notices a pressure
plate and thin grooves in the walls. On a failure, the trap goes
off and the first two party members must make DC 12
Dexterity / Reflex saving throws to avoid taking 1d6 slashing
damage. In order to bypass the trap, a player must make a
DC 10 Acrobatics check (if they fail, they take 1d6 damage,
but make it through).
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Boney Boy

Medium undead, lawful awesome
Armor Class 13 (Armor Scraps)
Hit Points 13 (2d8+4)
Speed 30 ft.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

10 (0) 14 (+2) 15 (+2) 8 (-1) 8 (-1) 16 (+3)
Vulnerabilities Bludgeoning
Damage Immunities Poison
Condition Immunities Exhaustion, Poisoned
Senses Darkvision 60 Ft., passive Perception 9
Languages Common
Challenge 1/4 (50 XP)

Actions
Sick solo. Instrument Attack: +4 to hit, reach 100ft.,
one target. Hit 5 (1d6 + 2) psychic damage.

B3: Broken Doorway

This door is closed and locked (DC 14 thieves tools / disable
device check). Arcane runes run along the edges of the door,
and a DC 10 Arcana check reveals that they once magically
sealed this door, but the magic has faded and no longer
works.

B4: The Ornate Sarcophagus

A meticulously detailed, carved marble sarcophagus sits on a
platform on one end of the room. If the players check for
traps, a DC 10 investigation / perception check notices a
series of metal wires lining the edges of the stone. At that
point, a DC 12 thieves tools / disable device check safely
disarms the trap. On a critical failure, the trap is triggered.
If they fail the check, lines of firebolts begin to launch
across the map. They lack the typical luster fire magic
carries, and only deal 1 point of fire damage if they hit a
player. Its a DC 8 Dexterity / Reflex saving throw to dodge
one, but can also be simply crawled under.
Inside the sarcophagus is as follows:
Sarcophagus Contents
10lbs of vampire dust, a valuable in alchemy
Nobles clothes, red velvet and gold
A Diary, the most recent entries are 100 years
old, but it details a beloved pet giant bat named
Vannoth
A Unidentified scroll (9th level, True
Resurrection)

If the scroll is used on the vampire dust, the vampire comes
back to life as a human man named Count Uvid, Lord Of The
Blue. He is very thankful for being alive, and vows to serve
the party until he gets settled in this new world.

B6: The Ghostfish Trap
B5: The Chest Chest

On the southern end of the sarcophagus room is a chest. It is
not locked, nor is it trapped. If opened, it contains 1d12 small
jewelry boxes. They are baby mimics.
The mimics will attempt to bite anyone who touches them,
but have a -5 to hit, and deal at most 1 point of damage. They
make hilarious pets for spellcasters, and terrifying traps
when fully grown.

As the party moves through the final room, their presence is
magically detected, and stone doors at both ends close. Water
begins to pour in through the top of the chamber, and ghostly
piranhas phase in through the walls.
Around the room are four corks, plugging the floor. It takes
an action to attempt to pull one up (a DC 10 Strength check).
Every round a creature spends in the water, it takes 1d2
nibble damage from the pirhanas. It takes five rounds to fully
fill with water.
Once all corks are removed, the room drains faster than it
fills, and both the doors open.
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The Necropolis Summit

As the party emerges from the dungeon, Read the following:
The group climbs up the staircase, emerging atop the circular
bluff. Ghosts slowly drift every which-a-way across a massive,
ancient cemetery. In the middle of it all is a sight that catches
all of your eyes: A stone slab with a stack of nearly a thousand
pumpkins. Eventually, the ghosts spot you all emerging, and
shy away.
If The Raven is with the party:
The Raven spies you all arriving, "Finally, the justice of
reclaiming the lost pumpkins. The farm will be saved!"

The Pumpkin Trove

If the party approaches the large plinth of pumpkins in the
middle, ghosts will float over and beg the party not to take
them. They would explain that a terrible monster forced them
to steal, and if they're not all here tonight, he would do
terrible things to them.
On a DC 13 Persuasion / Diplomacy check the ghosts can
be convinced to rise up against this creature, and not be ruled
by fear.

Vannoth, The Monstrous Bat

After a short while of the players wandering the summit of
this ancient necropolis, the Big Bad Bat arrives, read the
following:
The dull sound of massive wings echoes across the cliff top.
The ghosts scatter around scared as the wings grow louder.
Descending from the sky is a massive creature, with a
leathery wingspan of thirty feet. it slams into the ground,
glares at all of you, then back at the pumpkins. A piglike nose
adorns its hairy head as it winds back and screeches.

If the party tries talking to it, it does speak common, and
would explain himself to the party
If Count Uvid, Lord Of The Blue is with the party, he would
approach Vannoth and stop them from attacking. He would
identify himself and express awe in how large he's grown.
Vannoth would quickly calm down and let himself be pet. The
count would tell him that he doesn't need to scheme
anymore; that they'd figure things out together. The giant
monstrous bat would deflate and sniffle, hugging the count.
then they'd apologize to all the bats for making them steal all
the pumpkins... that was kinda mean.
If combat starts: did the party persuade the ghosts to help?
If so, the party gains the help of 2d4 ghosts. If not, the ghosts
stay out of the fight (unless the party is particularly powerful,
then have Vannoth demand they help him)
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Vannoth, The
Monstrous Bat

Gargantuan monstrosity, unaligned
Armor Class 12
Hit Points 62 (7d10+30)
Speed 30 ft., fly 80 ft.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

18 (+4) 15 (+2) 16 (+3) 16 (+3) 13 (+1) 8 (-1)
Skills Perception +5
Senses Darkvision 60 Ft., passive Perception 15
Challenge 2 (450 XP)

Keen Sight. Vannoth has advantage on Wisdom
(Perception) checks that rely on sight.

Actions
Multiattack. Vannoth makes two attacks: one with
its beak and one with its claws.
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 15 ft.,
one target. Hit: (1d6 + 2) piercing damage.
Claws. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 15 ft.,
one target. Hit: (2d4 + 2) slashing damage.

Returning the Pumpkins

With the terrifying monster-bat slain, the pumpkins present a
new issue. The pile is about a thousand pumpkins deep,
How're we gonna get it home?
If the party resurrected Count Uvid, and therefore
befriended Vannoth, said Monstrous Bat would volunteer to
fly the slab of pumpkins back to town (even allowing the party
to ride on its back).
If the party befriended the ghosts to help in the fight, they
are happy to be rid of the beast, and volunteer to return the
pumpkins. with the parties' help, the ghosts are able to walk
all the pumpkins to town over the course of a couple hours.

If the party didn't befriend the ghosts, they could also just ask
them to help return them. They'd be hesitant, but would help
if pushed/persuaded.
If the party has The Raven with them, he'd volunteer to fly
a letter back to town, and get folks to come out and help.
Basically anything the party tries, at this point, should just
work. Really, they've already won, it's just a last little puzzle
challenge.
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The Conclusion

Congratulations, with the pumpkins returned (or at least the
threat of Vannoth managed) the hallowed harvest is saved.
Read the following to wrap up the adventure:
At midnight, lanterns and torches light up all across the town
as folks come out in costume. Pumpkins are carved into
lanterns, as well as chopped up and laid out on tables.
Eventually, the tell-tale squeaking of thousands of fruit bats
can be heard as the colony descends on the town. They land
on tables and perch in trees all over. Children and adults alike
take turns feeding the cute little creatures.
As everyone celebrates with raised spirits (Or calmed
spirits, depending), its hard to shake the feeling of warm fun
and a job well done. It looks like, at least for this year, you've
managed to save the hallowed harvest!
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Well done, you've just run the hallowed harvest. If this was
your first time playing a tabletop RPG like this, and you / the
table had fun, why not keep playing next week! In the front of
this guide is a world map, and the bare-bones description for
a campaign setting. You could also just plop Bradford down
in your own setting and keep going from there.
Some useful questions for followup:
What was/is Count Uvid, Lord Of The Blue a count of?
And if he's alive now, what's next for him and his massive
bat?
How did that bat grow to be so large? Maybe something
bigger is going on!
Are the Boney Boys destined to release the first postmortem hit single?
There's clearly something going on with Darrel Compton's
late Grandpa. Where'd he get a sentient staff?
What is Dr. Gadsworth even a doctor of?

Appendix
Stat Blocks

Drunken Bar Patron
Medium humanoid, neutral

Pumpkin Fish

Armor Class 12
Hit Points 10(2d8 + 2)
Speed 20ft.

Tiny magical fish

Armor Class 7
Hit Points 3(1d4 + 0)
Speed 5ft. rolling

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

12 (+1) 13 (+1) 12 (+1) 10 (+0) 9 (-1) 8 (-1)
STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

2 (-4) 2 (-4) 1d20 (??) 6 (-2) 10 (0) 3 (-3)
Condition Immunities poison, wet
Senses passive Perception 10
Languages None
Challenge 1/16 (0 XP)

Condition Immunities fear
Senses passive Perception 6
Languages Common (barely)
Challenge 1 (200 XP)

Sassiness. When questioned, this creature will talk
back instead of answering.

Actions

Pumpkin Fish (CR 1/3)
XP 0
Tiny animal

Defence
AC 7, Touch 6, Flat-footed 7 (-4 Dex, +1 Natural)
HP 3(1d4 + 0)
Fort -4, Ref -4, Will 0

Pawnch. Melee Weapon Attack: +1 to hit, reach 5ft.,
one target. Hit 2 bludgeoning damage

Drunken Bar Patron
(CR 1)
XP 400
Medium humanoid

Offence

Defence

Speed 5ft. rolling
Melee Nothing
Space 1 ft.; Reach 0 ft.

AC 12, Touch 11, Flat-footed 11 (+1 Dex, +1
Armor)
HP 10(2d8 + 2)
Fort 1, Ref 1, Will -1

Statistics
STR

DEX

Offence
CON

INT

WIS

CHA

2 (-4) 2 (-4) 1d20 (??) 6 (-2) 10 (0) 3 (-3)
Base Atk +0; CMB –10; CMD 0
Feats Skills +1 Perception

Speed 20ft.
Melee punch+1 (1d2)
Space 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft.

Statistics
STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

12 (+1) 13 (+1) 12 (+1) 10 (+0) 9 (-1) 8 (-1)
Base Atk +1; CMB +2; CMD 13
Skills -4 Perception
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Possessed Pumpkin Pile

Spooky Ghosts

Medium Construct, probably neutral

Medium undead, neutral scared

Armor Class 8
Hit Points 22 (3d8+9)
Speed 20ft.

Armor Class 12
Hit Points 16 (3d8+3)
Speed 20ft.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

13 (+1) 6 (-2) 16 (+3) 8 (-1) 10 (+0) 8 (-1)

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

Saving Throws Wis +0
Damage Immunities Poison
Condition Immunities Poisoned
Senses Darkvision 60 Ft., passive Perception 8
Languages Common
Challenge 1/4 (50 XP)

Skills Stealth +4
Vulnerabilities Radiant
Damage Resistance Nonmagical Attacks
Damage Immunities Necrotic, Poison
Condition Immunities Grappled, Paralyzed, Poisoned
Senses Darkvision 60 Ft., passive Perception 10
Challenge 1/2 (100 XP)

Possessed. When "Possessed Pumpkin Pile" is
destroyed, Two "Spooky Ghosts" Tokens emerge to
take its place.

Actions

Actions
Slam. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 5 ft.,
one target. Hit: (1d6 + 1) bludgeoning damage.

Possessed Pumpkin Pile
(CR 1/4)
XP 100
Medium Construct

XP 200
Medium undead

Offence

Offence

Speed 20ft.
Melee slam+4 (2d6+2) & Strength Drain
Space 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft.

Speed 20ft.
Melee slam+3 (1d6 + 1)
Space 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft.

Statistics

Statistics
DEX

Spooky Ghosts (CR 1/2)

AC 12, Touch 12, Flat-footed 10 (+2 Dex)
HP 16 (3d8+3)
Fort 1, Ref 2, Will -1
Immune Grappled, Paralyzed, Poisoned

AC 8, Touch 8, Flat-footed 8 (-2 Dex)
HP 22 (3d8+9)
Fort 3, Ref -2, Will 0

STR

Strength Drain. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit,
reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: (2d6 + 2) necrotic
damage. The target's strength score is reduced by
1d4 (lasts until next a short or long rest)

Defence

Defence

STR
CON

INT

WIS

CHA

13 (+1) 6 (-2) 16 (+3) 8 (-1) 10 (+0) 8 (-1)

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

6 (-2) 14 (+2) 13 (+1) 8 (-1) 10 (+0) 8 (-1)
Base Atk +1; CMB +2; CMD 11

Base Atk +2; CMB +3; CMD 11

Skills -4 Perception

Feats -

Strength Drain Damage made in this way also deals
1d4 strength damage

Skills -2 Perception
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The Where? Wolf

Boney Boy

Medium humanoid, darn blind

Medium undead, lawful awesome

Armor Class 14 (Natural Armor)
Hit Points 37 (5d10+10)
Speed 30 ft.

Armor Class 13 (Armor Scraps)
Hit Points 13 (2d8+4)
Speed 30 ft.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

17 (+3) 15 (+2) 15 (+2) 10 (0) 12 (+1) 7 (-2)
Skills Perception +3, Stealth +4
Senses passive Perception 10
Challenge 1 (200 XP)

Blind. He can't see, has disadvantage on attacks

Actions
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft.,
one target. Hit: (2d6 + 3) piercing damage. If the
target is a creature, it must succeed on a DC 13
Strength saving throw or be knocked prone

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

Vulnerabilities Bludgeoning
Damage Immunities Poison
Condition Immunities Exhaustion, Poisoned
Senses Darkvision 60 Ft., passive Perception 9
Languages Common
Challenge 1/4 (50 XP)

Actions
Sick solo. Instrument Attack: +4 to hit, reach 100ft.,
one target. Hit 5 (1d6 + 2) psychic damage.

XP 100
Medium undead

XP 400
Medium humanoid

Defence
AC 13, Touch 11, Flat-footed 12 (+1 Dex, +2
Armor)
HP 13 (2d8+4)
Fort 2, Ref 2, Will -1

Defence
AC 14, Touch 11, Flat-footed 13 (+1 Dex, +3
Natural)
HP 37 (5d10+10)
Fort 2, Ref 2, Will 1

Offence
Speed 30ft.
Ranged Music+4 (1d6+2)
Space 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft.

Offence
Speed 30ft.
Melee bite+5 (2d6+3)
Space 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft.

Statistics

Statistics
DEX

DEX

Boney Boy (CR 1/4)

The Where? Wolf
(CR 1)

STR

STR

10 (0) 14 (+2) 15 (+2) 8 (-1) 8 (-1) 16 (+3)

STR
CON

INT

WIS

CHA

17 (+3) 15 (+2) 15 (+2) 10 (0) 12 (+1) 7 (-2)
Base Atk +2; CMB +5; CMD 17
Feats Blind-Fight (Combat)

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

10 (0) 14 (+2) 15 (+2) 8 (-1) 8 (-1) 16 (+3)
Base Atk +2; CMB +2; CMD 14
Feats Skills -1 Perception

Skills +1 Perception
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Vannoth, The
Monstrous Bat

Bat Swarm

Medium swarm of tiny beasts, unaligned

Gargantuan monstrosity, unaligned

Armor Class 12
Hit Points 18 (4d8)
Speed 0 ft., fly 30 ft.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

5 (-3) 15 (+2) 10 (+0) 2 (-4) 12 (+1) 4 (-3)

Swarm. The swarm can occupy another creature's
space, and move through tiny openings.

Actions
Bite. (more than half HP) Swarm Attack: +4 to hit,
reach 0 ft., one target. Hit: (2d4) piercing damage.
Bite.(less than half HP) Swarm Attack: +4 to hit,
reach 0 ft., one target. Hit: (2d4) piercing damage.

Bat Swarm (CR 1/4)

DEX

CON

INT

CHA

Skills Perception +5
Senses Darkvision 60 Ft., passive Perception 15
Challenge 2 (450 XP)

Actions
Multiattack. Vannoth makes two attacks: one with
its beak and one with its claws.
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 15 ft.,
one target. Hit: (1d6 + 2) piercing damage.
Talons. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 15
ft., one target. Hit: (2d4 + 2) slashing damage.

XP 600
Gargantuan monstrosity

Defence
AC 12, Touch 11, Flat-footed 13 (+1 Dex, +3
Natural)
HP 18 (4d8)
Fort 2, Ref 2, Will 1

Defence
AC 12, Touch 12, Flat-footed 10 (+2 Dex)
HP 62 (7d10+30)
Fort 3, Ref 2, Will 1

Offence

Offence

Speed 30ft.
Melee bite+4 (2d4)
Space 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft.

Speed 30 ft., fly 80 ft.
Melee bite+6 (1d6+2), talons+6 (2d4+2)
Space 20 ft.; Reach 15 ft.

Statistics
CON

INT

WIS

CHA

5 (-3) 15 (+2) 10 (+0) 2 (-4) 12 (+1) 4 (-3)

Statistics
STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

Base Atk +2; CMB +5; CMD 17

18 (+4) 15 (+2) 16 (+3) 16 (+3) 13 (+1) 8 (-1)

Feats Blind-Fight (Combat)

Base Atk +2; CMB +6; CMD 18

Skills +1 Perception

Feats Pounce (Can full attack after a charge)
Skills +10 Perception, +5 Stealth
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WIS

Vannoth, The
Monstrous Bat (CR 2)

XP 100
Tiny animal (swarm)

DEX

STR

18 (+4) 15 (+2) 16 (+3) 16 (+3) 13 (+1) 8 (-1)

Skills Perception +3, Stealth +4
Senses passive Perception 10
Challenge 1/4 (50 XP)

STR

Armor Class 12
Hit Points 62 (7d10+30)
Speed 30 ft., fly 80 ft.
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Printable Tokens

These will also be included in the "Images For Physical Play"
folder you may have downloaded with this PDF. If you're
using an online system to play, instead get the images from
"Images for Online Play."
Note that some other generic tokens are not included here.
For example: the skeletons, bar patrons, or werewolf. For
these very optional encounters, use whatever you've got.
To use these paper tokens:
Cut around the black edges (note the black that connects
the two halves of each)
Fold the halves together (Forming a front and back)
Fold out the solid black rectangles to form a base
Finally, glue the the front and back faces together
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